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SM1: The Family Bias Method
In what follows, I provide a relatively non-technical introduction to Bickel’s
(2011; 2013) Family Bias Method (henceforth FBM) for uninitiated readers, in
order to explicate how the data in Section 3 of the paper were generated.
The FBM proceeds from the idea that typological distributions are products of historical developments; so if we postulate that certain functional
forces are responsible for the synchronic typological picture, we should expect them to guide the diachronic development of languages around the
world. The FBM first probes the developments within genetic taxa (families,
genera, etc.) and then compares whether the same developmental trends
The present document, published online in 2019, supplements an article that I contributed to:
Schmidtke-Bode, Karsten, Natalia Levshina, Susanne Maria Michaelis & Ilja A. Seržant (eds.). 2019.
Explanation in typology: Diachronic sources, functional motivations and the nature of the evidence. [Conceptual Foundations of Language Science] Berlin: Language Science Press.
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hold across the world’s taxa and independently of areal affiliations (e.g.
across the commonly distinguished macro areas, see Dryer 1989a). The reasoning behind examining intragenealogical developments is the following:
When protolanguages split off into various generations of offspring, each
daughter is taken to represent an evolutionary trial, as it were, which may
either keep or alter a certain structure of interest. If viable universal pressures on this structure are operative, one expects that the daughters either
retain the preferred pattern if this was already present in their respective
protolanguage or else change it to match the universal, rather than going
against it. For example, if we hypothesize that there is a universal functional
pressure for A-arguments to be placed before P-arguments in transitive
clauses, we would expect that daughter languages either retain A>P order
from the protolanguage or else likely change the inherited P>A order to A>P;
conversely, the FBM predicts that long-term retention of P>A or a change
towards P>A are significantly less likely to occur if such a pressure is indeed
at work.
Now, in the absence of detailed diachronic records for most of the world’s
language families, developmental patterns are inferred from inspecting the
synchronic internal composition of the taxon in question: If, among its
extant members, the order A>P significantly outnumbers the order P>A, the
taxon is said to be “biased” towards A>P order; if P>A significantly outnumbers A>P, the taxon is “biased” in the opposite direction; finally, if no significant majority value can be established, the taxon is said to be internally “diverse”.2 Evidence for linguistic universals can be obtained when these results
from individual families are compared across the sample: If it turns out that
families tend to be biased in the same direction, and in much the same manner in all macro areas, there is evidence for what Bickel (2013) calls a “directional family bias”: For example, if significantly more families are biased
towards A>P order than towards P>A order, this is said to reflect a universal
pressure at work. By contrast, if most of the sample families are biased, but in
different directions (i.e. some families towards A>P, others towards P>A), we
have a “non-directional family bias” and, Bickel argues, no evidence for
universal functional pressures. In this situation, it is more likely that familyinternal biases are due to faithful inheritance, without a lot of changes going
on. Finally, a scenario in which most of the sample languages turn out to be
internally diverse does not yield evidence for universal functional pressures
either: In such cases, we have various changes, but no clear direction that
these take within and across families.
Statistical significance is established by a binomial test with α = 0.1. The FBM has been made available
for public use as the package familybias for R (Zakharko & Bickel 2011ff.). It comes with detailed
documentation of the statistical procedure.
2
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It should have become clear from this exposition that the FBM presupposes a sampling method that deviates radically from traditional controlled
sampling in linguistic typology, precisely by taking multiple data points per
taxon – preferably, one actually samples as densely as possible within these
taxa. But since many data points in typology come from very small families
and especially isolates, the question is how the FBM can incorporate these
cases: Because of the limited number of family members (i.e. data points
sampled), biases of the above type cannot be calculated but need to be estimated based on what we know from trends in the large families. In other
words, we extrapolate the results from the larger families to the smaller taxa
in the sample. The underlying theoretical argument is that isolates are “loners” only from a synchronic point of view – in fact, however, they are the only remnants of genealogical units that were more numerous at some point in
the past but have been reduced, as it were, to a single survivor. Therefore, the
synchronic behaviour of the isolate may or may not reflect the situation in
the family before it disappeared – since languages do not become extinct due
to functional unfitness but for sociolinguistic reasons, it is possible, after all,
that an isolate ends up having a linguistic feature that was not representative
of the family from which it descended. For this reason, the FBM does not
simply take the synchronic data from small families and isolates at face value, but takes into account that they may be deviates from the majority value
of their erstwhile family. This is important to understand because it is actually the major point of departure from purely synchronic ways of testing for
universals, as Family Bias estimations change the raw data at hand. In order
to appreciate this point, we will briefly describe a concrete (but fictitious)
example, relating to the order of A and P again.
Suppose that a typological sample includes eight large families, i.e. taxa
with at least five representative members in one’s database (by the criterion
proposed in Bickel 2011, 2013). For each of those eight families, one can determine how many of its members show the A>P order predicted, for example, by one of Hawkins’s (2004) processing principles, or the alternative P>A
order. A binomial test will estimate whether the A>P languages significantly
outnumber the P>A languages (or vice versa) or whether there is no significant distributional skewing in the family. In concrete terms: If a family with
12 data points shows 10 languages conforming to the predicted A>P and 2
exhibit P>A, the family is said to be significantly biased (in the predicted direction, p = 0.04); if the numbers were swapped, it would also be significantly
biased, but in the opposite direction. By contrast, if the same family contained 8 conforming and 4 violating members, no significant bias would
emerge (p = 0.38), even though the conforming members would be in the majority. This is an important point since it means, for example, that what looks
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like a skewed family (say, 7:2 in favour of one’s hypothesis) is not significantly biased under a binomial test (p = 0.18) and hence considered an unbiased,
i.e. diverse, family. This is because inferential statistical testing of this kind is
about the certainty with which we can reject the null hypothesis, and small
samples simply do not give one enough confidence to generalize to the underlying population, i.e. to infer the true trend in the family at hand. Therefore, if most of the large (i.e. n ≥ 5) families in one’s sample do not contain a
substantial number of languages, one will obtain many families that one has
to consider unbiased on statistical grounds, even though they may contain
seemingly few counterexamples to one’s prediction.
The next step in the procedure is to calculate the proportion of large families that are biased (as opposed to unbiased/diverse), and to calculate how
strongly they are biased. These calculations are then taken as the basis for
estimating biases in smaller families and isolates. For example, if eight out of
ten large families are biased (in whatever direction!), the likelihood of being
biased is 0.8. Consequently, 80% of the smaller taxa are declared “biased”
and 20% are declared “unbiased/diverse”; this allocation is done on a random
basis. Thus if our sample contains 130 small families and isolates, 104 of
these will be declared “biased”. Afterwards, the average strength of the bias
in large families is extrapolated to those 104 taxa. For example, if large families tend to be biased to 94% (i.e. across all large biased families, a mean of
6% of the family members do not show the majority value of the family), then
94% of our 104 taxa from above will be declared as “bias-conforming” and 6%
as “bias-violating”; this is done randomly again. In this way, 98 small taxa
contribute the value that they actually have (e.g. A>P), while the remaining
six are assigned the opposite value (i.e. P>A) even though they actually have
A>P. Since these random assignments thus invariably entail some misclassifications, the procedure is repeated hundreds or even thousands of times and
the average results of all estimations are then taken as the final basis for exploring universal trends. For this reason, the results of the FBM return noninteger numbers, which are then usually rounded for expository purposes.
Against this background, let us return to the actual findings presented in
the paper. The design is somewhat more complicated than the A>P example
above, since we are no longer dealing with a single variable like a word-order
preference but a correlation between two variables, viz. the presence of article morphemes (as defined in the paper) and the order of verb and object. In
such research designs, the FBM first inspects whether the large taxa in the
sample are internally homogeneous with regard to the predictor variable, i.e.
the VO/OV distinction. For instance, the Trans New Guinea taxon is represented by 21 languages in the sample, all of which exhibit OV order. We can
thus analyse directly how the response variable, i.e. the presence of article
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morphemes, is distributed in this taxon. By contrast, the Oceanic taxon contains 48 VO and 9 OV languages. In order to probe the hypothesized correlation, we need to separate these two groups and inspect them individually:
How did the Oceanic OV languages develop with regard to articles, and how
did the Oceanic VO languages do? Bickel (2011, 2013) calls these artificial
units “pseudo-groups”, precisely because they do not correspond to actual
genetic taxa anymore.
Considering all large taxa that are OV/VO-homogeneous to begin with
(such as Trans New Guinea) and all pseudo-groups (such as “Oceanic VO”),
our sample contains 29 large taxa altogether. As can be seen in Table 4 in
the paper, replicated here as Table 1, these fall into 18 VO and 11 OV taxa.
Within these taxa, we can now examine which ones show significant biases
(towards or against!) article morphemes and which ones are unbiased, i.e.
internally diverse. For example, the West Chadic taxon is invariably VO, and
all 9 members exhibit article morphemes as defined in the paper. This is, of
course, a highly significant distribution (p = 0.004) and hence a “bias”. By
contrast, the Altaic taxon (in which all 9 data points are OV) shows 5 members with and 8 members without articles; there is no significant bias here (p
= 0.58) and hence this taxon is considered “diverse”. The Oceanic VO languages from above, a pseudo-group, has 39 members with article morphemes
and 9 without; again, this is a significant “bias” (p < 0.001). And so on.
Table 1. Distribution of biases (for or against) articles among large families in the sample (Ntotal =
29 genetic units)
significantly biased
internally diverse
Totals

VO
12
6
18

OV
0
11
11

Totals
12
17
29

In a second step, these and further calculations on the large families are
extrapolated to smaller families and isolates, in the fashion described for our
fictitious example above. After repeating the extrapolation 2,000 times, averaging over the results and rounding them to integers again, we obtain the
picture given in Table 3 of the paper, reproduced as Table 2 here:
Table 2. (Rounded) family biases for articles in different word-order types (Ntotal = 217 genetic
units, 99 of which are estimated to be “biased” (as opposed to internally “diverse”))
ART morph
No ART morph
Totals

VO
50
15
65

OV
19
15
34

Totals
69
30
99
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As can be seen, these final results only take the “biased” taxa into account,
i.e. all “diverse” taxa have been discarded at this point, and the distribution
can now be tested for significance (Fisher exact test, p = 0.039, OR = 2.6).3 In
other words, the hypothesized correlation is borne out by the distribution of
family biases. The final step missing, however, is to test for the areal independence of this correlation. This will be illustrated in the following section.

SM2: Log-linear modelling of family biases
Bickel (2011) proposes log-linear modelling for probing whether a given
structural correlation holds across all macro-areas distinguished in one’s
sample.4 Figure 2 in the paper shows that Hawkins’s hypothesized correlation
holds in a similar fashion across all six macro areas: While it is not always
individually significant (because the number of biases tends to be very small
for each area), the relationship between word order and articles is never reversed. Accordingly, a log-linear model in which the presence of articles is
regressed against both word order and macro area does not yield a significant
interaction between all three parameters. Put differently, there is not enough
evidence for claiming that the hypothesized correlation is substantially different in the various macro areas. The only significant two-way interaction
that the modelling process yielded was precisely the one between word order
and articles (χ² (1) = 4.1, p = 0.04), in keeping with Hawkins’s prediction.

SM3: Mixed-effects regression modelling of the data
As outlined in the paper, the Family Bias estimations are complemented here
by a statistical technique that is widely applied in other disciplines dealing
with variation data and which was proposed for linguistic typology by
Cysouw (2010) and Jaeger et al. (2011), viz. mixed-effects regression modelling.5 The basic procedure is to model the presence of article morphemes as a
function of the word-order predictor. But in order to account for the fact that
the sample contains multiple data points for many families and multiple data
All statistical modelling presented in this document was performed in R 3.3.1 (R Development Core
Team 2016).

3

For running the log-linear model, I used the glm() function in R, i.e. a generalized linear model,
based on the Poisson distribution.
4

5
For creating these models and their visualizations given in the paper, I employed the R packages lmeɷ
(Bates et al. 2015), effects (Fox et al. 2016), rms (Harrell 2017) and MuMIn (Bartón 2016). In all cases, I
proceeded by backwards elimination of non-significant terms, beginning with the so-called random
effects (Baayen 2008: Ch. 7). In what follows, I will report on the key parameters of each model only
(e.g. whether or not the hypothesized effect from word order emerges as significant, and which random
effects remained in the model); in case of a significant signal of word order (or other predictors), I additionally provide some model diagnostics in the footnotes; otherwise no such information will be given.
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points per macro area, the latter two dependencies in the sample are modelled as so-called “random effects” in addition to the “fixed effect” of word
order that we primarily seek to investigate. Specifically, we try to filter out
that different families and areas may have different “baseline preferences”,
as it were, for developing article morphemes, and we ask if a significant correlation with word order can be established once these baseline preferences
are controlled for.6
In contrast to the Family Bias Method, the model resulting from a mixedeffects regression procedure is based on all the data in the sample (i.e. it does
not discard taxa that the FBM would consider “internally diverse”), and it
does not operate with extrapolations (i.e. it does not change the raw data in
any way). On the downside, such models are purely synchronic, both in terms
of the data as such and the inferences drawn from them; the FBM likewise
works only with synchronic data, but models them with certain diachronic
considerations in mind, so that inferences can be drawn to possible developments within families. As both procedures thus have particular strengths and
potential weaknesses, I am using them in conjunction.
SM3.1 The model reported in the paper
An initial model that contained random intercepts for two different genetic
groupings of the data (FAMILY and GENUS) as well as a random intercept for
AREA failed to converge, as did the same model without a random intercept
for FAMILY.7 A feasible model could be obtained when genetic relationships
were taken into account only at the FAMILY level (i.e. highest taxonomic
grouping), discarding GENERA-specific variation. This model yielded a significant effect of word order on the presence of article morphemes (β = -0.73, p <
0.001). As can be seen in an effects plot (reproduced as Figure 1 here), the
probability of not having article morphemes (y-axis) increases significantly as
we go from VO to OV (x-axis), just as predicted by Hawkins (2014).
In subsequent ANOVAs, the random intercept for AREA (sd = 0.56) turned
out to be significant, while the one for FAMILY (sd = 0.31) was actually immaterial; accordingly, its presence or absence did not change the fact that the
fixed effect of word order was significant. Interestingly, a model additionally
Technically, this is done by modelling so-called “random intercepts” for the genetic units (e.g. families and/or genera) and areas in the sample. In addition, large datasets also allow controlling for the
possibility that a hypothesized correlation (here: the word-order effect on articles) may be different
(e.g. in strength or even directionality) for different families and areas. This amounts to introducing
so-called “random slopes” into the regression equation; see Baayen (2008) or Jaeger et al. (2011) for an
introduction.
6

7

In all reports on regression models, variables modelled as random effects are indicated by SMALL CAPI-

TALS.
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containing a by-AREA random slope for the word-order effect on articles did
not improve the original model significantly; in other words, the ways in
which the predicted relationship between word order type and article morphemes varies across macro areas are negligible.

Figure 1. Effect of word order on the probability of (not) having articles in a mixed-effects model
(R2c = 0.14, C = 0.72)8

SM3.2 Alternative models
In footnote 7 of the paper, I briefly mention potential disagreement with regard to the very definition of what should count as an “article morpheme” in
the first place. The analysis given in the paper is based on a broad view that
also includes languages with incipient grammaticalization of demonstratives
into definite articles. But one could say that such cases do not (yet) qualify as
sufficiently distinct from demonstratives and hence not as “proper article”
morphemes. Accordingly, one may wish to consider these languages along
with those that Dryer (2013a) classifies as not having any articles. The raw
distribution then looks as follows (Table 3, analogous to Table 2 in the paper):

8
The goodness-of-fit of a mixed-effects model can be expressed in terms of marginal R² (R²m), which
takes only the fixed effects into account, and in terms of conditional R² (R²c), which additionally takes
the random effects into consideration (Nakagawa & Schielzeth 2013). The concordance index C indicates the predictive power of the model. Some model diagnostics: The BLUPs for AREA are normally
distributed while those for FAMILY are not. There are no outliers, but some overdispersion (1.18***). The
latter was calculated by dividing the residual deviance of the model by its associated degrees of freedom (see Gries 2013: 315); additionally, I also adopted Baayen’s (2008: 199) suggestion for running a
significance test for overdispersion, whose result is indicated by the stars above, following the conventional notation for different levels of significance. All in all, our model containing the word-order parameter as the only fixed effect is too simplistic: It is overdispersed, leaves quite a bit of variation unaccounted for and thus likely misses further predictors.
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Table 3. Distribution of articles in different word-order types (alternative coding)
ART morph
No ART morph
Totals

VO
213
100
313

OV
109
144
253

Totals
322
244
566

Since incipient articles are found in both OV and VO languages, the figures
have changed for both language types when compared to the earlier analysis.
But is there still a significant difference between VO and OV?
The FBM yields the following results (after 2,000 extrapolation rounds for
small families and isolates):
Table 4. (Rounded) family biases for articles in different word-order types (Ntotal = 217 genetic
units, 91 of which are estimated to be “biased” (as opposed to internally “diverse”))
ART morph
No ART morph
Totals

VO
41
17
58

OV
16
17
33

Totals
57
34
91

As compared to the previous analysis, we now obtain even more taxa that are
“diverse” (118 > 126) rather than “biased” (99 > 91). Also, the distribution of
the OV taxa has changed from 19:15 in favour of articles to 16:17, i.e. precisely in the predicted direction. However, since the VO taxa also “lost” a few
article biases and gained two biases for not having articles, they balance out
the change in the OV taxa. As a result, the distribution in Table 4 is similarly
skewed as the one in Table 2 above, i.e. just about significant in a Fisher exact test (p = 0.044, OR = 2.53). Subsequent log-linear modelling for areal independence yields some interesting results: On the one hand, it shows again
that there is no significant three-way interaction between word order, articles and macro areas, indicating that the word-order effect on articles does
not differ depending on areal affiliations. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
On the other hand, however, the log-linear model also reveals that the hypothesized word-effect itself does not reach the conventional alpha level (χ²
(1) = 3.27, p = 0.07), in contrast to the Fisher exact test above, and that, instead, a significant interaction emerges between word order and area ((χ² (1)
= 12.62, p = 0.027).
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Figure 2. Family biases by macro area (alternative coding of the data)

In this kind of situation, it seems particularly useful to probe a complementary statistical model based on standard regression methods again. A
mixed-effects model that contains random intercepts for FAMILY, GENUS and
AREA shows that a random effect from the highest taxonomic level is not significant; keeping the remaining random intercepts in the model (sdGENUS =
0.98, sdAREA = 0.53), we obtain a highly significant effect from word order on
articles (β = -1.04, p < 0.0001). This is illustrated in Figure 3:

Figure 3. Effect of word order on the probability of (not) having articles in an alternative mixedeffects model (R2c = 0.32, C = 0.87)9

Some model diagnostics: The BLUPs for AREA are normally distributed while those for
There are no outliers, but some overdispersion (1.26***).
9

GENUS

are not.
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Just as in the previous analysis, adding a by-AREA random slope for the wordorder effect does not make a significant contribution to the model. Again,
then, there is no indication that the word-order effect on articles is substantially different across the macro areas.
In this case, therefore, we have two slightly conflicting analyses: Purely
synchronic regression models on all data points in the sample yield a highly
significant effect in the hypothesized direction, and independently of macro
areas. That is, if we count languages with some article-like uses of demonstratives as not having developed “proper” article morphemes, we still find a
correlation between word order and articles; in fact, the mixed-effects model
is actually a better one than before (compare the goodness-of-fit values given
in Figures 1 and 3 above). In other words, if we concentrate on fully grammaticalized (rather than also emerging) instances of articles, the synchronic
typological picture is even further in line with Hawkins (2014). On the FBM,
by contrast, such a clear correlation does not emerge. Following Bickel’s reasoning, we would thus be forced to conclude that the alleged processing motivation for (not) developing article morphemes is not strong enough to influence the diachronic development of families in a consistent way across the
world. But we also have to keep in mind that the FBM works with extrapolations, discards most taxa from the sample because it judges them to be “diverse” according to its own ways of testing family-internal distributions, and
so on. I am thus inclined to give the mixed-effects model somewhat more
weight in the interpretation of the data.

SM4: Articles in VO languages
In this section, I provide an overview of the mixed-effects models that were
run in order to investigate whether VO languages with ADJ-N order (e.g. an
[extremely long] movie) are especially prone to develop articles (as predicted
by Hawkins (2014: 125)). For the sake of consistency, we stick to the WALS
data on articles again (Dryer 2013a), narrowed down to the VO languages in
the sample (based on Dryer 2013b), and cross-classify these data with Dryer’s
(2013c) data on ADJ-N order. The sample for this analysis thus reduces to a
subset of the original 566 languages to VO languages that are coded for both
article morphemes and ADJ-N order, a total of 278 languages. As with the
previous analyses, the various types of article morphemes identified by Dryer
(2013a), given in Table 1 of the paper, can be grouped in different ways for
analytical purposes. In what follows, I briefly present the results of several
possible analyses.

11
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SM4.1 Definiteness words
As a first step, one may wish to further reduce Dryer’s (2013a) article data to
free morphemes, for the following reason: Hawkins’s hypothesis for VO languages actually only makes sense for prenominal article morphemes. While
the WALS data on articles are not coded for their position relative to the
noun, I believe we can target such prenominal articles in VO languages better
(i) if we leave out affixed articles, as these will tend to be postnominal (i.e.
suffixes, by the generalization in Bybee et al. 1990), (ii) if we thus concentrate on free article morphemes, as they tend to be prenominal in VO languages (by the generalization in Dryer 1989b). While this procedure does not
yield prenominal articles only, it is the best approximation that I can offer at
this point. The following analysis is thus based on the coding indicated in the
last column of Table 5:
Table 5. Distribution of articles in VO languages, depending on ADJ-N order (Dryer 2013a,b,c)
Distinct DEF word
DEF affix
DEM used as DEF
Only INDEF ART
No ART
Totals

ADJ-N
36
10
4
3
14
67

N-ADJ
94
29
22
13
53
211

Totals
130
39
26
16
67
278

Coding
“DEF Word”
--“DEF Word”
“No DEF word”
“No DEF word”

Note that languages without a dominant order of adjective and noun were
not taken into account here. Based on Table 5, we can now cross-classify the
parameter of ADJ-N order with the coding for definiteness words (Table 6):
Table 6. Definiteness words in VO languages depending on ADJ-N order
DEF word
No DEF word
Totals

ADJ-N
40
17
57

N-ADJ
116
66
182

Totals
156
83
239

These raw data are visualized in the left panel of Figure 3 in the paper, and
we run a mixed-effects model on them, we obtain the following result: Random intercepts are significant for GENUS only, but not for FAMILY or AREA; with
such a random intercept for GENUS included (sd = 1.2), the effect of adjective
order is not significant (β = 0.37, p = 0.34), just as the raw data themselves
would have suggested. There is thus no evidence that VO languages with
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ADJ-N order are significantly more likely to develop definiteness words than
those with N-ADJ order.10
SM4.2 Article words
In an alternative analysis, we now also include languages with indefinite articles only, but again we remove the affixes from this category (using Dryer’s
(2013d) coding of indefinite articles). What we sample then, are languages
 with definiteness words, including incipient uses of demonstratives as articles
 with indefiniteness words, including those that use ‘one’ as indefinite article

and we oppose them to languages without definite and indefinite article
words. (Again, languages with affixes only are discarded).
Following Hawkins’s line of thinking, one may also wish to think about adjective order in a more complex fashion: On the one hand, we can simply
compare ADJ-N and N-ADJ languages, as we did in Section 4.1 above. On the
other hand, one may argue that languages without a dominant order of noun
and adjective actually have the critical ADJ-N condition as a frequent option,
so that here, too, an increased processing pressure for developing article
words may be operative. Therefore, let us run two different models on the
data and compare them. Here is what the raw data look like:
Table 7. Article words in VO languages depending on ADJ-N order
ART word
No ART word
Totals

ADJ-N
34
14
48

N-ADJ
101
53
154

flexible
8
0
8

Totals
143
67
210

In the first analysis, we simply compare the ADJ-N and the N-ADJ orders
with regard to article words. In a mixed-effects model with a random intercepts for GENUS (sd = 1.76), the effect of adjective order does not come out as
significant (β = 0.578, p = 0.295). The corresponding visualization is given in
the right panel of Figure 3 in the paper. In the second analysis, we subsume
the “flexible” languages in Table 7 under the ADJ-N languages. The resulting
mixed-effects model on these data includes a random intercept for GENUS (sd
= 1.42) and, again, the effect of adjective order is not significant (β = 0.84, p =
0.13). On neither analysis, then, is there sufficient evidence that VO lan-

The picture does not change at all if the languages with definiteness affixes are included and coded
as not having definiteness words.
10
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guages with ADJ-N order are significantly more likely to develop article
words than those with N-ADJ order.11

SM5: Other factors in the diachrony of articles
Towards the end of the paper (see footnote 14), I point out that research in
historical linguistics has actually put forward alternative causal forces in the
development of articles, notably information-structural consequences of the
loss of case and the loss of an aspectual system. I do not know of any typological study that has investigated the correlational structure of word order,
case systems, aspectual distinctions on the verb and the presence of article
morphemes, particularly in a sufficiently large database. At present, the
amount of data available in WALS online only allows for some preliminary
investigations, but I shall include these analyses here for interested readers.
SM5.1 Case marking on NPs
The rise of articles has been linked to the loss of case marking on NPs, either
for considerations of online processing (Hawkins 2004) or, more indirectly, as
a compensatory functional strategy: The loss of core cases typically engenders a rigidification of constituent order at the clause level, which in turn
reduces the former potential of constituent order to be exploited for discourse-pragmatic purposes. In this line of argumentation, article morphemes
(both definite and indefinite articles) become grammaticalized precisely in
order to mark information-structural distinctions that can no longer be signalled by the syntacticized constituent order (Vennemann 1975, or more recently Hewson & Bubenik 2006, Fischer 2010, Carlier & Lamiroy 2014,
among others).
If this is true in general, we would thus ideally also obtain a global, i.e. typological, correlation between the absence of case marking on NPs and the
presence of article morphemes. Again, we turn to WALS for a preliminary
investigation. As for the article data (Dryer 2013a), we stick to the coding introduced in Table 1 of the paper; in other words, we consider all kinds of article morphemes, definite and indefinite, free or bound, incipient or grammatIn response to this finding, John Hawkins (p.c.) referred me to a potential explanation “of why the
adjective ordering prediction is weak”: In comparison to other types of phrases, APs tend to be shorter
on average, often consisting of a single adjective only. Hawkins has suggested elsewhere (notably in
Hawkins 2004: 25–26 and Hawkins 2014: 101–102) that especially single-word APs do not have much
effect on ordering preferences in corpora and grammatical conventions. This is also why, in his processing account, there is no correlation between the order of nouns and adjectives with the order of
verb and object: in contrast to other, usually more complex types of constituents (e.g. PPs or relative
clauses), the pressure for minimizing processing domains is very weak for APs, and hence we find more
ordering variation in grammars than for these other types of phrases.
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icalized. The data for case marking come from Comrie (2013); we can rearrange Comrie’s coding into a basic contrast between his “neutral” type (=
languages without case marking on NPs) and all others (e.g. nominativeaccusative, ergative-absolutive, tripartite, etc.). If we cross-classify the two
variables, we obtain the following raw result:
Table 8. Distribution of articles depending on case marking on full NPs
ART morpheme
No ART morpheme
Totals

+Case
30
29
59

-Case
44
23
67

Totals
74
52
126

As can be seen, we are dealing with a rather small sample this time, which is
why the results need to be interpreted with some caution. Note also that the
sample is more balanced to begin with, i.e. there are rather few data points
from the same genetic units this time. Consequently, in a mixed-effects
model of the data, the random intercepts for FAMILY and AREA are not significant and show a standard deviation of roughly zero. The fixed effect of case
goes into the predicted direction, as shown in Figure 4 below, but it fails to
yield a significant signal (β = -0.615, p = 0.09).

Figure 4. Effect of nominal case marking on the probability of (not) having articles in a mixedeffects model

The same analysis in terms of Bickel’s (2011, 2013) FBM leads to very similar conclusions. Table 9 shows how family biases for or against articles are
distributed over the two case conditions. There is no significant difference
here between taxa with and without case marking (Fisher exact test, p = 0.53,
OR = 0.6), and subsequent log-linear modelling reveals that no relationships
at all are significant.
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Table 9. Distribution of articles depending on case marking on full NPs in FBM modelling
Bias towards ART
Bias against ART
Unbiased (“diverse”)
Totals

+Case
10
9
26
55

-Case
15
8
27
50

Totals
25
17
53
105

Finally, one may wonder how the postulated effects of word order and case
marking turn out if they are modelled simultaneously, i.e. in a multifactorial
design. Figure 5 below provides the (partial) output of a mixed-effects regression model that contains word order, case marking and their interaction as
fixed effects:

Figure 5. Multifactorial mixed-effects model for the influence of case marking and word order on
the development of article morphemes

We can see here, first, that there is hardly any variation from the random effects of FAMILY and AREA. Second, while the fixed effect of word order comes
out as significant again, that of case marking does not, and neither does the
interaction between them. 12 In other words, when word order and case marking are directly pitted against each other, the former appears to be the better,
and in fact the only significant, predictor of article development.
The interaction term, while not significant as such, is nevertheless interesting from a linguistic point of view: Its general direction suggests that,
when a language has no case marking on NPs (“neutral” alignment in Comrie
2013), its basic word order is quite immaterial for the development of articles, i.e. there is little difference between OV- and VO languages of this type
with regard to articles. For case-marking languages, by contrast, the wordorder difference matters much more: Case-marked VO languages tend to develop articles, while case-marked OV languages tend not to. This is visualized in Figure 6:
There are no signs of multicollinearity between word order and case in this model, judging by the
variance inflation factors (Fox & Monette 1992).
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Figure 6. Interaction between case marking and word order in the development of article morphemes (β = 1.43, p = 0.11)

Especially because of these potentially interesting interactions, the relationship between word order, case marking and articles deserves to be investigated in a substantially larger sample than the present one.
Before we leave the topic of case marking, it should be noted that, in the
historical linguistic literature, a causal connection between the loss of case
and the rise of articles is sometimes seen as untenable or at least quite dubious. Leiss (2000: 225) calls Vennemann’s (1975) hypotheses “Fehlannahmen”
[misconceptions] and “widerlegt” [disproved], based on diachronic evidence
from the Germanic languages; a similarly skeptical view is held, for example,
by McColl Millar (2000) on English. He claims that the definite article in English developed
“not so much because the language felt an overwhelming need for such a
form, but rather because a gap had opened in the semantic fabric of the
language due to the specialisation in meaning of that. The is, in other
words, an historical accident. […] If we look at languages such as Greek,
or the Scandinavian dialects, we can see that they developed dedicated
determiners before they shifted along the synthetic to analytic continuum. By the same token, there are languages such as Farsi which have also lost all but the smallest vestiges of grammatical gender and case, but
have not developed a definite article.” (275–276)

There is thus quite a bit of controversy surrounding the relationship between
case and articles.
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SM5.2 Verbal aspect
Building on Abraham (1997), Leiss (2000, 2007) has developed the hypothesis
that there is a diachronic connection between changes in the aspectual system of a language and the rise or loss of article morphemes. According to
Leiss (2007: 73–93), this is due to a certain functional complementarity between the two phenomena:
“Perfective aspect creates definiteness effects and, vice versa, definite
articles create aspectual effects. The same holds for the imperfective aspect, which is able to create indefiniteness effects.” (84) In Gothic, for
example, “the perfective aspect […] blocks the use of the definite article,
being strong enough to create definite expressions” (93).
Therefore, “[i]t is assumed that the rise of the definite article is due to
changes in the aspectual system of a language. Definiteness and perfective aspect are shown to be just two instantiations of the same grammatical function. […] No sooner than the verbal part of the pattern, aspect,
was subject to erosion, the first occurrences of definite articles can be
observed. There is converging evidence from linguistic typology that aspect languages tend to avoid article systems, and article languages tend
to avoid aspect.” (73)

It is the last sentence that is particularly interesting here because Leiss does
not actually provide large-scale typological evidence for the alleged relationship between articles and aspect, nor does she mention studies furnishing
such evidence. In order to make some (again, preliminary) inroads into this
issue, we can cross-classify the presence of article morphemes (Dryer 2013a,
with the binary coding adopted in the paper) with the presence of a grammatical perfective/imperfective distinction, also drawn from WALS (Dahl &
Velupillai 2013). The sample naturally reduces to those languages which are
coded for both features, amounting to N = 131 overall. The distribution of
article morphemes in this sample is shown in Table 10:
Table 10. Distribution of article morphemes in languages with and without a grammatical distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect
ART morph
No ART morph
Totals

+Asp
38
23
61

-Asp
46
24
70

Totals
84
47
131

We now proceed in exactly the same way as we did for case marking above.
Firstly, we run a mixed-effects regression model on these data. In a model
that includes random intercepts for FAMILY (sd = 0.51) and AREA (sd = 0.72),
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the hypothesized effect from aspect does not emerge as significant (β = 0.358,
p = 0.39). This is visualized in Figure 7:

Figure 7. Effect of grammatical aspect marking on the probability of (not) having articles in a
mixed-effects model

Secondly, we conduct an FBM analysis. Table 11 shows how family biases for
or against articles are distributed over the two aspect conditions. There is no
significant difference here between taxa with and without aspect marking
(Fisher exact test, p = 0.71, OR = 0.64), and subsequent log-linear modelling
reveals that no relationships at all are significant.
Table 11. Distribution of articles depending on grammatical aspect marking in FBM modelling
Bias towards ART
Bias against ART
Unbiased (“diverse”)
Totals

+Asp
6
6
23
35

-Asp
11
7
21
39

Totals
17
13
44
74

Finally, we can pit word order and aspect marking against each other in a
multifactorial mixed-effects model. Analogously to Figure 5 above, the following overview shows the (partial) output of such a regression model:

Figure 8. Multifactorial mixed-effects model for the influence of grammatical aspect marking
and word order on the development of article morphemes
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There is some variation from families and areas this time, but neither of
these random effects makes a significant contribution to the model. The picture for the fixed effects looks similar to the one for case marking above: The
hypothesized effect from grammatical aspect (coded as PERFMARK here) is not
significant, and neither is the interaction between aspect marking and word
order; the main effect from word order, however, emerges as significant
again.13 Overall, then, it seems that Hawkins’s word-order hypothesis fares
better than both aspect and case, at least in the small samples investigated
here.
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